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Urban Style
This minimalistic style highlights the clean lines and natural features in the 

industrial style without harsh elements. Urban style uses materials such as 

wood, stone, and metals to create an environmental atmosphere. The style 

avoids bright colors and eccentric patterns to enhance a natural feel. The 

style’s color scheme tends to lean towards warm neutrals.



Outdoor Incorporations
Elements such as living plants and wood planks can be 

implemented to create a seamless flow from the outside in.



Architectural Multipurpose Space
This kitchenette is able to be 
closed up to create additional 
walking room around the living 
area. When closed, it creates a 
minimalistic and urban style to the 
space.



Architectural Multipurpose Space
By hollowing out the stairs and 

inserting shelving, storage space 

can be created within a necessary 

element. 



Architectural Multipurpose Space
This shower/sink is adjustable and can be 

used from above as the bowl or from below 

as a rainfall shower head.



Non-Architectural Multipurpose Space
This piece of furniture 
does not only provide 
storage but can be 
made to add extra 
surface area to create 
additional space for 
when in need.  



Non-Architectural Multipurpose Space
Initially this stool could be used as seating for a desk. Each panel comes 

apart to create five different seats to accommodate for guests.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1mhtHMT6jU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1mhtHMT6jU


Non-Architectural Multipurpose Space
This cabinet starts out as a console table. As 

adjusted can be used as a guest bed or a desk. 

It also can be moved anywhere in the home so 

it's very versatile. 



Tiny House Study

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAqfBPgsEts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAqfBPgsEts


Architectural Multipurpose Space
Using the top of the cabinets as a footrest and the lighting to double as a seat 

this young woman created a home office/study den that doubles as a guest 



Non-Architectural Multipurpose Space
Everyone has to use the bathroom. This woman added wheels to her 

compostable toilet to double it as a stool so that she can reach her higher 

placed storage areas. 
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